S EAN M. E GAN
Sean(at)seanegan.com
42 Pengilly Drive
New Rochelle, NY 10804
914.819.8114

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Sean Egan, and I am applying for a position at your organization. Currently I
work for the technology company Visible World, doing the production work on TV ads that
enables different versions to be made so that they can be custom broadcast to different
neighborhoods, or even households. Prior to this, I was the Audio Video Supervisor at Merkley
+ Partners, an advertising agency in Manhattan. In this capacity, I worked with creative directors
to help visualize ideas and edit visual reference materials for pitches. Additionally, I created
dubs of agency work for both existing and prospective clients, as well as overseeing the agency
A/V equipment. Previously, I was employed at Cappy Productions, Bud Greenspan’s eight time
Emmy winning documentary production company as their editing intern. This transitioned into a
freelance assistant editor position. In both capacities, I was responsible for logging, digitizing
and maintaining the database of Cappy’s available tapes as well as scanning and Photoshopping
stills.
I graduated from Hamilton College in the spring of 2005 with degrees in both computer
science and studio art, for which I received honors. Prior to my graduation, during the spring
2005 semester, I was the Multimedia Intern for Hamilton College’s Information Technology
Services. In this capacity, I worked on a myriad of graphic design projects and edited a digital
video archive of ITS supported presentations. Additionally, I met one on one with students to
teach media skills such as poster design, scanning and the fundamentals of video editing.
In addition, during the summer of 2003, I attended the Vassar College Media Studies
Summer Institute. I was selected from a host of other candidates by a faculty-technologist team
from Hamilton because of my extensive experience in both the technological and theoretical
aspects of digital media creation. Together we designed a project, “Evaluation Criteria for New
Media Art,” which was greatly aided by my theoretical and practical knowledge of media in
today’s society. Furthermore, while I was attending this program I took part in many in-depth
workshops in both media theory and creation. These experiences, along with my coursework
have shaped my education and I believe would make me a valuable addition to your company.
I look forward to discussing any contribution I can make to your organization. I am
currently in New York, and available. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach
me at either 914.819.8114 or sean@seanegan.com.
Sincerely,
Sean Egan

